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Ventseal-Light

General, Fields of Application
Ventseal-Light is designed for the venting of closed receptacles, in which a low pressure build-up causes malfunction. After the venting process, the pressure room shall be safely sealed against influences from outside.

Maintenance-free closed storage batteries need such venting valves to ensure their good function over longer periods of time.

Preferred cases of application are maintenance-free lead gel storage batteries, Ni-Cd batteries, Ni-MH batteries and VLRA batteries.

The requirements on such components are very demanding. If the valves do not close correctly the affected cell will dry out within a short period of time or be destroyed due to the ingress of atmospheric oxygen.

The function of the valve’s opening mechanism therefore must be absolutely reliable. If the ultimate opening pressure is exceeded due to a jammed valve, the potential risks range from structure damages within the cell up to its entire destruction.

Due to the constantly rising demands on reliability, longevity and efficiency, present valves have come up against limiting factors. These demands have been considered in the development of the Ventseal-Light. This patented low-pressure valve (European Patent No. 989487087) combines an excellent impermeability with a secure opening and closing behaviour.

Apart from the aforementioned advantages, the Ventseal-Light is also suitable for all cases where the pressure in a closed receptacle must be kept below a certain limit, while at the same time any ingress from the outside has to be sealed off securely. The use of different elastomer materials grants a reliable sealing of various media.

Ventseal-Light is, with regard to function and cost, an optimized version of the well-known Ventseal series of Trelleborg Sealing Solutions.

It combines the characteristics of a seal and a pressure control valve in one single product.

This version allows adjustment to the opening pressure and adaption to the respective application.

Opening pressure ranges from 50 to 400 mbar.

Function
The following installation example demonstrates the function mode:

In the present case the Ventseal-Light is mounted onto a battery muff. A simple bore is also possible. The sealing face located at the front of this muff (bore) has a certain surface quality. Here, the Ventseal-Light, energized with a cover, seals with its annular sealing edge. The cover is designed with a pre-defined distance X towards the muff. This dimension X allows adjustment to the opening pressure. A steering channel inside the Ventseal-Light allows the overpressure in the receptacle to escape towards the sealing edge where it lifts off the sealing edge at a certain pressure level. After a drop in pressure the sealing lip reseals the pressure room. Ventseal-Light thus reliably fulfils its sealing function. As soon as pressure comes from the outside resp. at low pressure within the battery Ventseal-Light acts as a safe seal.

Advantages
- Ventseal-Light supplies a very good price/performance relation
- Ventseal-Light provides a very good sealing ability.
  Additional advantage is the possibility of adapting the opening pressure to the respective application
- Tests have verified a very good ageing stability
Installation Recommendations

The level of the average opening and closing pressure can be freely chosen. It is determined by the prestress depending on dimension X - see figure 2.

The dimension X should be designed with the smallest possible tolerances admissible by manufacturing engineering in order to keep the variation of the opening pressure values at a minimum. A tolerance of +/- 0.05 mm is recommended.

![Figure 2 Ventseal-Light Installation](image)

The sealing face of the muff should be polished. Surface quality Rz 1.5; defects, bell mouths and scratches are not admissible.

The transition between sealing face and bore of the muff should have a radius R 0.1 to 0.3 mm. Burrs are not allowed. The cover has to be installed in a vertical direction relative to the muff.

Technical Data

Sealability: up to 50 mbar due to adjustment (dim. X)

Pressure range: 50 - 200 mbar, up to 400 mbar with harder elastomer types

Temperature: -30°C up to +150°C (standard), up to 200°C with other suitable elastomer types

Media: Air, gases, battery acid, KOH and other media with suitable elastomer types

Materials

Function and media resistance depends on the material used. Two standard qualities are available. They are not resistant to mineral oil.

Table 1 Standard materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic elastomer</th>
<th>Material No.</th>
<th>Hardness</th>
<th>Pressure Range</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPDM</td>
<td>E5501</td>
<td>50 Shore A</td>
<td>up to 200 mbar</td>
<td>-50 to +150°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPDM</td>
<td>E6601</td>
<td>60 Shore A</td>
<td>&gt; 200 mbar</td>
<td>-50 to +150°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Opening Pressure

The average opening and closing pressure is determined by the prestress given by dimension X. The diagram shows the value of the opening pressure as a function of the prestressing dimension X.

![Diagram showing opening pressure values for Ventseal-Light manufactured in material E5501 depending on the prestress dimension X - new and after ageing.]

The values of the opening pressure are average values only. They have been determined by the rate of flow. In the present case the valve has been evaluated as open at a flow rate of 30 ml/min. Lower flow rates result in lower opening pressure values. Additionally, there are different methods to determine the opening pressure. Therefore we recommend to discuss these values with the user.

The closing pressure value is 10 mbar lower than the opening pressure value.

The lower curve in the above diagram shows the opening pressure value in aged valves.

This value which is determined by the ageing behaviour of the elastomer material is reached after 6 months at room temperature at the latest.

Thereafter, the opening pressure remains constant for the entire service life.

The values of the opening pressure are subject to a certain variation.
This variation is shown in the following diagram.

![Diagram of Ventseal-Light opening pressure distribution](image)

**Figure 4** Distribution of the opening pressure values of the Ventseal-Light manufactured in the series tool

These values have been measured with one prestress dimension. To limit the variation it is possible to treat the surface with Krytox oil GLP 105 which is a PTFE solvent with high viscosity. This treatment reduces the variation range by up to 20%.

At the same time this medium prevents the Ventseal’s sealing lip from sticking to the muff surface.

In general, elastomer seals tend to stick to the sealing surface after longer periods of standstill.

Many factors such as surface quality, material combination, installation conditions and lubricant have an influence on the nominal opening pressure.

For this reason we recommend that the user conducts individual tests in order to determine the respective actual pressure and the variation.

**Ordering Example**

TSS Order No. YB2400060 - E5501

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSS Order No.</th>
<th>YB2400060 - E5501</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ventseal Type</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muff Diameter</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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